THE HUSTLER 272A MOWER

Truly a professional piece of grounds-keeping equipment, the HUSTLER mows areas where hand-mowers have been necessary. The HUSTLER becomes an extension of the operator, allowing one man and one machine to complete complicated mowing tasks that can take a variety of machines and two or three men.

CALL TODAY!

WATSON'S GARDEN CENTER

301/321-7300

1620 YORK ROAD / LUTHERVILLE, MARYLAND 21093

From men, man learns to speak, from the gods to keep silent.

Plutarch

Quality golf course products

- Trap stone sand-produced from marble to guarantee uniform near-white color ... ideal texture ... no oversize particles.
- CAMELIME dolomitic agricultural limestone.
- Crushed stone and sand aggregates for golf course construction and maintenance.

CALL CARROLL DAVIS AT 301-823-7000

HARRY T. CAMPBELL SONS' COMPANY DIVISION OF THE FLINTKOTE COMPANY

100 W. PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE TOWSON, MARYLAND / 301-823-7000

- Sterilized Top Dressing-
- Top Soil-
- Peat Humus-
- Shredded Tan Bark Mix-

- Our top dressing is formulated especially for the transition zone to specifications recommended by U.S.G.A. and leading universities.
- Eliminates additional liming when used as recommended.
- Absolutely no waste.

919-443-5016